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State of the Art
Protection from trains running on the adjacent track is based on 
humans procedures or ATWS (Automatic Train Warning Systems):

• A remote device to detect trains or a remote operator to 
communicate via radio the presence of approaching trains,

• A receiving device able to activate or to communicate to 
activate an alarm at the worksite,

• An acoustic and light alarm to warn the workers at the 
worksite,

• The working area manager who decides on the basis of his only 
sight that all workers are or move in safe conditions in short 
time

• A remote signal or an operator (with a red flag and a radio 
equipment) able to stop the approaching train at braking 
distance.

=> Relevant impact of human error.
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State of the Art (2) Automatic Track Warning System.
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The idea
A Worksite 
Protection System 
to supervise 
the safety of 
workers 
in railway worksites.
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The Project
SEMOR was specified with RFI to be a Worksite Protection System able to 
overcome the limits of human procedures and ATWS.

SEMOR now is able to avoid the impact of human factor in safe decision 
by complete automation in workers safe localization. 
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The Partnership: Si Consulting
SEMOR is made of several SW modules integrated in two main HW module, 
the portable individual unit and the Centre Supervision System.

The complexity of the project has required different skills and work 
coordination to realize all module and integrate them respecting the timetable.

Si Consulting has about 20 years experience in: 

• SW/HW integration, 

• SW development with particular regard to railway needs and safety norms, 

• in railway norms and requirements specification and traceability, 

• in management and coordination of research projects at national and 
European level, 

• in verification and validation for safe design.
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The Partnership: Si Consulting (2)

Thanks to its experience Si Consulting has 
operated in SEMOR as:

• project coordinator and system integrator, 

• functional and architectural specification 
drawing, 

• safe SW developer (data management and data 
visualization), 

• safe protocol developer and manager.
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The Partnership: RFI
RFI is one of the most important and technologically advanced railway 
infrastructure manager in Europe and world wide. 

Innovation in technology for a better and safer railway service is one of 
the main objectives of the Italian railway, starting from the wide 
implementation of ERTMS in the High Speed Lines to arrive to the 
adoption, first in Europe, of the High Density approach to enhance traffic 
in railway nodes.

The Research and Development unit of RFI is SEMOR partner to 
addressed the Requirements Specifications and to drive the test in the 
real railway world. 
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The Partnership: RFI (2)
RFI contribution regarded:

• Cooperation in functional and environmental 
requirements, 

• Availability of the railway test site of San Donato, more 
than 5 kms, the wider railway test sites in Europe able to 
run in a protected and real railway environment every 
type of train and new trackside device to test, enhance, 
certify and assess the homologation of system ad 
components,

• Support and coordination of the field tests with expert 
railway personnel. 
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The Partnership: GTer
Gter is a SME born in 2010. Operates in the fields of:

• Space tech for management of environment,

• Geolocation, 

• GNSS and GPS,

• Drones (Co-Founder of the LIDAR ITALIA consortium, exclusive reseller for Italy of 
LIDAR HW and SW of Green Valley International).

Gter is partner in relevant research project for ASI and EUSPA.

The contribution to SEMOR regarded:

• Design and development of innovative SW for positioning in harsh environment

• Design and development of the Geo DB for positioning data collection

• Testing of GNSS and IMU solution

• Optimization techniques for safe verification of localization consistency
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The Partnership: LEVEL
LEVEL is the industrial partner of the project that will guarantee 
the best implementation of the product and is able to proceed 
to industrialization.

LEVEL operates in:

• development of products for GPS localization, 

• Specific devices for localization of railway wagons.

LEVEL contributed to SEMOR in the development of: 

• The GIS of the Centre Supervision System, 

• A version of the HW prototype of portable individual device to 
open the product feasibility.
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The WBS
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The Implementation
Initial requirements were identified as:

• Visualization of the safe/unsafe position 
of workers on the screen of a device 
assigned to the working area manager;

• Real time localization of every operator;

• Verify that individually all workers are 
in a safe position and enable the 
working site manager to allow the train 
to pass.

• Predispose the device to be directly 
interfaced with ATWS or signaling 
systems.

Without SEMOR
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The Implementation (2)
Hazard Analysis generated new safety 
functional requirements:

• The worker could be in the safe area 
casually (Really noisy track saw could be in 
use): an acknowledgement is required after 
the safe area is reached to guarantee they 
do not leave after train authorization;

• Communication to the stopping train 
function could fail after a worker is 
identified as unsafe: the protection normal 
status must be “stopped train”; this 
condition is removed by the Site manager 
when SEMOR says all workers are safe; if 
the communication fails, the train is in any 
case safely stopped.

With SEMOR
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The Prototype 
To fulfill these objectives SEMOR is based on:

• Portable individual devices PIDs assigned to the operators;

• An intelligent Centre Supervision System CSS assigned to the Site Manager;

• A local WIFI network to exchange information between CSS and PIDs.

• RTK correction information by an own device or by subscription.

Workers

WorkingSite

Manager
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SEMOR Safe technical requirements
When the train runs on the adjacent track, the workers must be at a safe 
distance (The safe distance is define by national norms as a function of train 
speed, so the distance of the safe area from the train path is function of norms 
and error): 

• The coordinates must be guaranteed as true within a defined error (50 cm);

• the positioning error must be known;

• The transmission of localization data must be protected against unsafe 
errors: wrong coordinates and false acknowledgement cannot be received;

• The visualization must be protected against unsafe information and unsafe 
train passage authorization cannot be shown to the Site Manager;

• If activated, communication to ATWS and/or signalling system must be safe.
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SEMOR Safe technical solutions
• A 2oo3 CENELEC approach (three data must 

converge; if two, result is accepted but 
immediate substitution is required; all 
different, the train is stopped) was initially 
designed;  3 independent calculations are 
compared: GPS data in NRTK, GALILEO data 
in PPP mode, Inertial Measurement Unit 
(IMU). 
Due to problems emerged in the field tests, a 
2oo2 CENELEC approach (two data must 
converge; if it does not happen, the train is 
stopped with immediate substitution) was 
chosen (IMU was finally used to verify only if 
the worker stops or moves);
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SEMOR Safe technical solutions (2)
• Error is evaluated by comparing the independent measurement;

• The safe transmission between PIDs and CSS in guaranteed by a specific 
implementation of the Vital Standard Protocol PVS specified by RFI;

• The visualization on the CSS is guaranteed by safe visualization techniques 
against freezing; furthermore, the visualized permission to allow the train 
passage is based on coordinates and not on the visualized workers position 
that is only informative;

• communication to ATWS and/or signalling system is predisposed based on 
the PVS too.
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The SW implementation
• The SW development identified and separated the safe function from unsafe.

• The safe functions of the prototype were developed according to CENELEC EN50128 to 
guarantee the predisposition to a final product with a defined SIL (Safety Integrity Level) 
according to the norm.

• The safe functions were developed in C according to the CENELEC safe principles are:

• data comparison and transmission for localization and acknowledgement, 

• workers status (inside or outside safe area, ack or not-ack) management on PIDs 
and CSS, 

• visualization of the safe information (enable the train to pass, alarm active, safe 
area activated, workers status), 

• predisposition of the communication to ATWS and signalling system.

• GIS on CSS is only informative (the safe info is only authorization) and based on 
commercial SW, but protected against freezing.

• Satellite data management is partly developed and partly based on commercial routine 
that can be considered safety proven.
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The HW implementation
The CSS is actually based on commercial PC; to evolve to safe product: 
• a safe HW will be individuated for safe functions; 
• a sunlight protected screen will be identified.

The PID was implemented on three incremental prototype:

• A first set was based on Raspberry PI, 4 led to visualize the status to 
the worker, a button to acknowledge; it was used for preliminary 
laboratory tests;

• The second is the rugged version based on buttons and LEDs in a 
protected white box that integrates a raspberry PICO; it was positively 
tested in laboratory but for field test the use of the informative display 
was preferred. 

• The third is the test tool, it is still based on Raspberry PI, but the 
adoption of the touch screen allows not only status visualization and 
button (by touch), but also functional and diagnostics messages on 
the screen to the users; it was used for field tests (3 devices were 
developed).
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Functional Scenario
• The train approaches;

• Line devices detects the train and activate ATWS alarm in the working site;

• Between the train detector and the working site, at breaking distance, a 
signal or an adviser with a red flag is predisposed to stop the train;

• SEMOR CSS activates the safe area;

• The PIDs are activated (buzzer sounds) and send localization to CSS;

• the CSS shows workers position;

• A LED on the PIDs and same colour on the CSS
says if the worker is outside or inside the safe area;

• When inside, the led requires to acknowledge;

• When acknowledged, the led changes status and the 
CCS shows the Ack status on the screen;

• When all have acknowledged, the CCS allows the 
Site manager to authorize the train to pass;

• The alarm is removed only when the train is passed.
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Functional Scenario (2)

No alarm for approaching 

train. 

Workers are represented 

in green (no danger).
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Functional Scenario (3)

A Device is reported 

for low battery.

The site manager 

recalls the worker and 

the replacement is 

carried out.
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Functional Scenario (4)

Menu is 

activated to 

select an action
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Functional Scenario (5)

The site manager 

activates the safe 

area but there is still 

no train in approach: 

the workers remain 

green.
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Functional Scenario (6)

The Site Manager is notified of 

an approaching train.

The Site Manager activates the 

safe area.

The alarm is activated on video.

The workers turn red.

At the same time the ATWS’s 

sound and light alarm are 

activated.
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Functional Scenario (7)

Workers move to a 

safe area.

They have not yet 

acknowledged so they 

are represented in 

yellow.
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Functional Scenario (8)

A device sends a diagnostic 

alarm.

The site manager recalls the 

worker and the replacement 

is carried out.
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Functional Scenario (9)

All workers sent their 

acknowledgement by pressing 

the button or touch.

So they are represented in 

orange.

The Site Manager authorizes 

the transit of the train, but the 

area and the alarm remain 

active until the passage has 

taken place.
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Functional Scenario (10)

The train overcomes the 

site.

The Site Manager disables 

the ATWS alarm and the 

SEMOR alarm.

Operators return to the 

work area, so they are 

represented in green.
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The laboratory test
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The field test in San Donato 
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Analysis of the test results
The main object of the test was the integration PID / CSS.

PID is made of: a Raspberry PI, 4 colored LEDs (red, green, 
yellow and orange) and a confirmation button (alternatively, 
a single touchscreen), a piezo buzzer and an IMU.

The field test gave relevant results that guided a feedback on 
the project.

As already explained Initially IMU was considered one of 
three independent localization methods; laboratory and 
urban tests seemed to give good results.

Various commercial low cost IMU did not put in evidence 
problems thanks to the good behavior of GPS and PPP. 

So 2oo3 approach was so brought to field test on rails.
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Analysis of the test results (2)
The test in San Donato, in the railway 
station of Genoa Brignole (also the 
referred experience of railway 
maintainer managers), evidenced that in 
proximity of many big metallic elements 
as metallic railway portals to suspend 
the  catenary feeding system, a diffused 
multipath arises (scattering noise) 
generating interfering observables. 
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Analysis of the test results (3)
From the measurements we sow:

• The first graph shows multipath 
effect near the metallic portals;

• The second graph represents in 
green the number of satellites in 
the same situation. The number 
of satellites is largely good. In
blue we see also the PDOP 
(Position Dilution of Precision) 
with a very good value. 

Difficulties in fixing ambiguities are 
not due to satellites and were 
solved by filtering optimization.
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Analysis of the test results (4)
In spite the good results, two problems emerged: 

• the time frequency of IMU operations and relevant timestamp (the 
timestamp of RTK only was used by the safe SW);

• the impact of filtering to eliminate or reduce the weight of interfering 
observables; in presence of metallic portals, it produces excessive loose of 
quality in operations.

Solutions tested in Genoa Station:

• The impossibility to use IMU in synchronism made us to change to a 2oo2 
approach adopting IMU only as stationarity verification;

• The filters were adapted to manage the situation with metallic disturbing 
devices, maintaining the error within the required range: RTK gave errors 
lower than 30 cm, PPP quite greater than 50 cm; mediate value always lower 
than 50 cm. 
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Analysis of the test results (5)
The field test were performed adopting the solution based on touch 
screen. It was considered the best solution to finalize field test.

It also allowed easy messaging to the user: not only the colors are 
easy to see (the all screen substitutes the little LEDs), but messages 
to explain the situation and eventual diagnostics and 
malfunctioning are visualized.

From the other side the screen seemed too much delicate to be 
used in field by workers in an hostile environment. 

Furthermore, the screen, if easy to access, can be easily touchable 
accidentally. 

So, to evolve to a product stage, a transparent protection will be 
necessary (good visibility and avoid involuntary acknowledgments).

On the contrary the solution based on LEDs and button tested in 
laboratory seems most reasonable and adapt for a rugged device. 
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Future developments: HW upgrade
It has to be investigated how much a commercial board 
can guarantee the same Safety Integrity Level of the 
already developed SW.

A new safe boards should be individuated or 
developed:

• with small footprint and size requirements good for 
wearability in a working site environment,

• Able to guarantee the required SIL,

• Able to be approved by a railway safety assessment.

For both PID and CSS.
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Future developments: HW upgrade (2)
A new design will consider separating heavy 
and bulky components to be weared in a non 
disturbing part of the protective vest and 
leaving the lighter components, as LEDs and 
button only on an easy accessible device 
placed on the arm. A Bluetooth or a cable 
connection protected inside the jacket shall be 
considered.
Really today a safe transmitter requires 
considerable dimensions (i.e., the radio 
communication adopted by ATWS adviser). 
But an adviser does not “work with tools in 
hands”, he communicates: our aim is to 
develop a not bulky product suitable for 
manual workers distributing the weights to 
leave movement freedom to the arms.

XX
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Future developments: SEMOR 3D
The evolution of SEMOR must overcome its actual 
limitations and weaknesses.

The main limitation is the need of good visibility of 
satellite constellations is required for Decimetric 
Localization.

Along a Railway line, complex morphological and 
architectural conditions cannot guarantee the needed 
visibility.

Weak Satellite Coverage can be a common situation on 
the European the railway network.
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Future developments: SEMOR 3D (2)
SEMOR 3D is the new ESA project to resolve weak satellite coverage.

Typical scenarios could be: 

• mountain canyon, 

• tunnels, 

• but also big yard and railway station full of metallic 
disturbing objects as portals of the railway 
electrification.
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Future developments: SEMOR 3D (3)
The main ideas are:

• Use of drones to detect 
the coordinates of railway architectural 
elements (electrification poles and rails, 
etc.) to be used as position reference;

• Identification of these elements inside a 
3D area model;

• real time images detection from the 
worker point of view (personal helmet 
camera);

• Localization of the worker in the 
3D area model;

• 3D model localization integrated with 
GNSS localization where available 
(canyon).
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The market: a modular approach
Possibility of different possible modes of integration in the safety of 
the 
railway maintenance process:

1) Human Procedures without technologies: SEMOR supports the 
Site Manager who stops the train by a radio message to the 
operator with the flag; ATWS only as local alarm;

2) Human Procedures + ATWS: SEMOR supports the Site 
Manager who stops the train by closing the signal by ATWS;

3) ATWS safe integration: an ATWS/SEMOR safe interface 
allows info exchange to automatically control 
the trackside signals;
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1) Signaling safe integration: an IXL safe interface allows info exchange with 
SEMOR to automatically control the trackside signal without human 
intervention;

2) ERTMS: SEMOR communicates directly 
with the ERTMS Radio Block Centre.

The market: a modular approach (2)
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Future market: actions
SEMOR at the moment is an advanced prototype.

The railway market requires a certified and finalized product.

Some actions can be started at this stage: 

• The HW / SW integration process will have to be CENELEC certified and the design; a 
railway certification body shall be contacted to accompany and approve the HW 
integration life cycle;

• ANSFISA, the Italian National Safety Authority for Railways and Roads, should be 
involved to confirm the applicability of SEMOR in the actual Italian regulatory 
framework and approve its adoption;

• ATWS and Interlocking manufacturers shall be contacted to investigate the interest in 
develop a common safe communication interface based on PVS or, at least, a bundle 
commercial agreement;

• ERA shall be contacted to investigate the feasibility of SEMOR integration in ERTMS.
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Future market: the subjects

SEMOR solution meets the safety requirements of the main European railway 
infrastructure managers.

Others potential markets:
• Highways maintenance,

• Mining, 

• Yard Ports, 

• Logistics Yards

Main railway clients:
• Railway Infrastructure Manager 

• Railway Maintenance Companies / Construction Companies

Overview of the market:

Further Italian market: 

25 Local / Regional railways.

Czech market: 

• Rules by infrastructure manager; 

• works by the construction/maintenance companies; 

• Signaling companies (AZD).



Thank you for the 
attention!


